Insight into GFPmut2 pH Dependence by Single Crystal Microspectrophotometry and X-ray Crystallography.
The fluorescence of Green Fluorescent Protein (wtGFP) and variants has been exploited in distinct applications in cellular and analytical biology. GFPs emission depends on the population of the protonated (A-state) and deprotonated (B-state) forms of the chromophore. Whereas wtGFP is pH-independent, mutants in which Ser65 is replaced by either threonine or alanine (as in GFPmut2) are pH-dependent, with a p Ka around 6. Given the wtGFP pH-independence, only the structure of the protonated form was determined. The deprotonated form was deduced on the basis of the crystal structure of the Ser65Thr mutant at basic pH, assuming that it corresponds to the conformation populated in solution. Here, we present an investigation where structures of the protonated and deprotonated forms of GFPmut2 were determined from crystals grown in either MPD at pH 6 or PEG at pH 8.5, and moved to either higher or lower pH. Both crystal forms of GFPmut2 were titrated monitoring the process via polarized absorption microspectrophotometry in order to precisely correlate the protonation process with the structures. We found that (i) in solution, chromophore titration is not thermodynamically coupled with any residue and Glu222 is always protonated independent of the protonation state of the chromophore; (ii) the lack of coupling is reflected in the structural behavior of the chromophore and Glu222 environments, with only the former showing variations with pH; (iii) titrations of low-pH and high-pH grown crystals exhibit a Hill coefficient of about 0.75, indicating an anticooperative behavior not observed in solution; (iv) structures where pH was changed in the crystal point to Glu222 as the ionizable group responsible for the outset of the anticooperative behavior; and (v) in GFPmut2 the canonical GFP proton wire involving the chromophore is not interrupted at the level of Ser205 and Glu222 at basic pH as in the Ser65Thr mutant. This allows proposing the structure of the deprotonated state of GFPmut2 as an alternative model for the analogous state of wtGFP.